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Abstract Low copy nuclear genes show great potential to provide phylogenetic information, but their use has
been hampered by several inherent adverse factors. Polymerase chain reaction (PCR)-mediated recombination
ranks among these factors and occurs when high levels of similar paralogs for a low-copy nuclear gene coexist
within a single PCR ampliﬁcation reaction. In this study, the LEAFY gene was cloned and sequenced for
63 Cinnamomum species and two copies of the second intron were found within species of the diploid sect.
Cinnamomum. Although these two copies are very similar, they can be distinguished easily due to a speciﬁc ca. 47-bp
segment that is missing in the “short sequence” copy. The “long sequence” copy performed well in phylogenetic
analysis of Cinnamomum and is largely consistent with phylogenetic relationships based on internal transcribed
spacer region sequences. In contrast, the “short sequence” copy was problematic for phylogenetic reconstruction
and PCR-mediated recombination was detected in 20 of the 38 Cinnamomum species with two LEAFY copies.
Thirty-one recombinants were discriminated and the breakpoints suggested by the programs RDP3 and GARD were
distributed randomly along the recombination sequences. This study shows that duplication in low-copy nuclear
genes and problems associated with PCR-mediated recombination need to be given more attention in phylogenetic
studies.
Key words: Cinnamomum, LEAFY, low-copy nuclear genes, PCR-mediated recombination.

The importance of using low-copy nuclear genes for
phylogenetic analyses has long been recognized (Strand
et al., 1997; Sang, 2002; Mort & Crawford, 2004; Whittall et al.,
2006; Yuan et al., 2009; Duarte et al., 2010; Zhang et al., 2012).
These genes hold great potential to improve the robustness of
phylogenetic reconstruction at all taxonomic levels, especially
where universal markers derived from chloroplast DNA
(cpDNA) and nuclear ribosomal DNA (nrDNA) are unable to
generate strong phylogenetic hypotheses (Sang, 2002).
However, there are several factors that have hampered the
utility of low-copy nuclear genes in phylogenetic analyses.
First, compared with uniparentally inherited plastid DNA or
nrDNA homogenized by concerted evolution, low-copy
nuclear genes generally lack universal markers or polymerase
chain reaction (PCR) primers applicable to the majority of
plant groups, therefore requiring taxon-speciﬁc extra steps
such as PCR primer design and cloning (Sang, 2002; Zimmer &
Wen, 2013). Second, the interpretation of low-copy nuclear
genes is more difﬁcult, due to their biparental inheritance.
Finally, some unpredictable events may occur; for example, in
© 2015 Institute of Botany, Chinese Academy of Sciences

vivo recombination, gene conversion (de Sa & Drouin, 1996;
Ford & Gottlieb, 1999; Gaut et al., 1999), or PCR-mediated
recombination (Scharf et al., 1988; Bradley & Hillis, 1997; Cronn
et al., 2002).
Nevertheless, despite these possible barriers, low-copy
nuclear genes are an alternative option for recalcitrant taxa
where plastid DNA and nrDNA show limited utility for inferring
phylogenetic relationships and/or nrDNA is not completely
homogenized, such as in Fagaceae (Oh & Manos, 2008),
Lauraceae (Li et al., 2011), and Magnoliaceae (Nie et al., 2008).
Furthermore, low-copy nuclear genes are useful for tracking
relationships in lineages where speciation involves hybridization and/or subsequent alloploidy (Harris & Ingram, 1991;
Small et al., 1998; Sang & Zhang, 1999).
Among the commonly used low-copy nuclear genes, LEAFY
has been shown to be useful for phylogenetic studies, as its
introns generally display a high level of sequence divergence
at the species level (Hoot & Taylor, 2001; Archambault &
Bruneau, 2004; Schl€
uter et al., 2007) and the second intron of
LEAFY in particular has been used in a range of phylogenetic
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LEAFY duplication and PCR-mediated recombination
studies (e.g., Nie et al., 2008; Tu et al., 2008; Kim et al., 2010;
Li et al., 2011). LEAFY is a homeotic gene that regulates ﬂoral
meristem induction during the early stages of reproductive
ontogeny (Schultz & Haughn, 1991; Weigel, 1995; Blazquez,
1997). It is considered to have only a single copy in diploid
angiosperms (Frohlich & Parker, 2000; Himi et al., 2001),
although the copy number can vary in polyploids (Kelly et al.,
1995; Frohlich & Parker, 2000; Wada et al., 2002).
Cinnamomum Schaeff. is a species-rich genus in the family
Lauraceae, with ca. 350 species ranging from subtropical to
tropical Asia, tropical America, Australia, and the Paciﬁc Islands
(Rohwer, 1993). Its members have been long recognized for
their economic importance as sources of camphor, spices,
medicines, and high-grade wood. Moreover, as important
elements of tropical and subtropical evergreen broad-leaved
forests, Cinnamomum species are also ecologically important.
Tropical Asia has the highest species diversiﬁcation in
Cinnamomum, with a further ca. 47 species in the Neotropics
(Lorea-Hernandez, 1996). The Asian species are divided
traditionally into two sections, sect. Camphora Meissn. and
sect. Cinnamomum; all ﬁve Australian native Cinnamomum
species belong to sect. Cinnamomum based on their morphology (Hyland, 1989).
Molecular phylogenetic relationships within this genus are
poorly understood, due in part to a lack of applicable molecular
markers at the species level. Previous studies have shown that
cpDNA markers are extremely limited for phylogenetic
reconstruction within Lauraceae, particularly for the Perseeae–Laureae clade, which includes Cinnamomum (Rohwer,
2000; Chanderbali et al., 2001; Li et al., 2004, 2011; Rohwer &
Rudolph, 2005; Fijridiyanto & Murakami, 2009; Rohwer et al.,
2009). Although the internal transcribed spacer (ITS) region
performs better than cpDNA markers, additional phylogenetically informative markers with higher resolution are still
needed. Furthermore, there is evidence of incompletely
concerted evolution and pseudogenes in the ITS region in
some Cinnamomum species (Huang et al., unpublished data),
reducing its utility for phylogenetic interpretation.
Hitherto, two low-copy nuclear genes (LEAFY and RPB2)
have been used for phylogenetic analyses in Lauraceae and
they appear to show strong phylogenetic signal (Fijridiyanto &
Murakami, 2009; Li et al., 2011). In the present study, we aim to
assess the performance of the LEAFY second intron for
phylogenetic reconstruction in Cinnamomum.

Material and Methods
Taxon sampling, sequencing, and alignment
A total of 63 Cinnamomum species were sampled (Table 1),
covering nearly all of the distribution ranges. Four core
Laureae species were selected as closely related outgroups
based on previous studies (Chanderbali et al., 2001; Li et al.,
2011). Total genomic DNA was extracted from silica gel-dried
material or herbarium specimens using the Plant Geneomic
DNA Kit (Tiangen Biotech Co., Beijing, China). The second
intron of the LEAFY gene was ampliﬁed using the primers and
program reported in Li et al. (2011). The ampliﬁed products
were puriﬁed using the EZNA Cycle-Pure Kit (Omega Bio-Tek,
Norcross, GA, USA) and then cloned using the pEASY-T3
Cloning Kit (TransGen Biotech, Beijing, China). At least ﬁve
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positive clones from each individual sample were sequenced
and more than 10 positive clones were sequenced for
some samples. The sequencing results were assembled and
edited using the program Sequencher 4.5 (GeneCodes, Ann
Arbor, MI, USA). The LEAFY dataset was aligned using
Muscle 3.8.31 (Edgar, 2004) and then manually adjusted
using BioEdit 7.0.9.0 (Hall, 1999). One of the identical
sequences from each individual was retained for phylogenetic
analyses. The corresponding ITS sequences of these 63
Cinnamomum species and partial LEAFY sequences have been
used elsewhere (Huang et al., 2016). The ITS sequences of
outgroups were downloaded from GenBank (Li et al., 2011);
the LEAFY sequences originally used in this study have been
deposited in GenBank (accession Nos. KU174395–KU174444,
Table 1).
Recombination analyses
Based on the original alignment and phylogenetic analyses of
the dataset comprised by all the different clone sequences,
we identiﬁed two LEAFY copies in some Cinnamomum species.
Considering the risk of PCR-mediated recombination (Scharf
et al., 1988; Bradley & Hillis, 1997), two programs, RDP3
(Martin et al., 2010) and GARD (Pond et al., 2006), were
applied to inspect the recombination evidence for each
dataset represented by individual clone sequences, as the
use of a single program like RDP3 can sometimes generate
spurious results (Bruen et al., 2006). These recombinants
were then removed from subsequent phylogenetic analyses.
Both RDP3 and GARD can infer the position of breakpoints and
RDP3 also identiﬁes the most likely recombinants and their
parental sequences.
Phylogenetic analyses
Phylogenetic analyses of the LEAFY and ITS datasets were
carried out by maximum parsimony (MP) using the program
PAUP 4.0b10 (Swofford, 2003) and Bayesian inference using
the program MrBayes 3.1.2 (Huelsenbeck & Ronquist, 2001;
Ronquist & Huelsenbeck, 2003). The MP analysis was
implemented with the following heuristic search options:
tree bisection–reconnection branch swapping, collapse of
zero length branches, MulTrees on, with 1000 random
taxon addition, saving 100 trees from each random
sequence addition. All character states were treated as
unordered and weighted equally. Bootstrap support values
(BS) for internal nodes were estimated with 100 heuristic
bootstrap replicates, using the same options described
above. In the Bayesian inference, Modeltest 3.7 (Posada &
Crandall, 1998; Posada & Buckley, 2004) was used to select
the best-ﬁt evolutionary model and gamma rate heterogeneity using the Akaike information criterion. The Markov
chain Monte Carlo algorithm was run for 5 000 000
generations with one cold and three heated chains, starting
from random trees and sampling one out of every 500
generations. Examination of the log likelihood values
suggested that stationarity was reached in approximately
200 000 generations. Thus the ﬁrst 1000 trees (500 000
generations) were discarded to make sure the burn-in
period was sufﬁciently long and the remaining 9000 trees
used to construct the 50% majority rule consensus tree with
the proportion of bifurcations found in this consensus tree
given as posterior probabilities (PP).
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Hunan, China
Guangdong, China
Yunnan, China
Queensland,
Australia
Yunnan, China
Yunnan, China
Yunnan, China
Bogor, Indonesia
Yunnan, China

X. Q. Ci et al. CXQ204 (HITBC)
J. Li 2006041 (HITBC)
X. C. Huang et al. JYL-2694 (HITBC)
D. Tng, CSIRO130 (CNS)

J. F. Huang, QSBG10 (HITBC)
K. T. Yong, sm346 (KLU)
Leuenberger s.n. (HBG)
K. Inoue 1533 (KUN)

C. daphnoides Siebold & Zucc.
C. doederleinii Engl.

Yunnan, China
Kuala Lumpur,
Malaysia
Chiengmai, Thailand
Kuala Lumpur,
Malaysia
BG Halle, Germany
Ryukyu, Japan

Yunnan, China
Guangxi, China
Yunnan, China
Bogor, Indonesia
China
Yunnan, China
Yunnan, China

G. P. Yang 567 (HITBC)
J. Li 2002160 (HITBC)
J. F. Huang, H-BN010 (HITBC)
J. F. Huang et al. 201312 (HITBC)
J. Li 20070136 (HITBC)
J. F. Huang, H-KZ05 (HITBC)
J. F. Huang, H-BN019 (HITBC)

X. Q. Ci et al. CXQ105 (HITBC)
X. Q. Ci et al. 200925 (HITBC)
J. F. Huang, H-BN095 (HITBC)
J. F. Huang et al. 201319 (HITBC)
Yunda Expedition Team, YL029
(YUKU)
J. F. Huang, H-KZ30 (HITBC)
S. Manickam, sm347 (KLU)

Zhejiang, China
Hunan, China
Yunnan, China
Yunnan, China
Sichuan, China

Locality

J. Li et al. 2007212 (HITBC)
X. Q. Ci et al. CXQ265 (HITBC)
X. Q. Ci et al. CXQ1730 (HITBC)
X. Q. Ci et al. CXQ2015 (HITBC)
J. Li et al. CXQ452 (HITBC)

Voucher

C. crenulicupulum Kosterm.
C. cuspidatum Miq.

C. chekiangense Nakai
C. cordatum Kosterm.

Cinnamomum Schaeff.
sect. Camphora Meissn.
v.
C. bodinieri H. Le
C. camphora (L.) J. Presl
C. chartophyllum H. W. Li
C. glanduliferum (Wall.) Meisn.
C. longepaniculatum (Gamble) N. Chao ex
H. W. Li
C. longipetiolatum H. W. Li
C. micranthum (Hayata) Hayata
C. mollifolium H. W. Li
C. parthenoxylon (Jack) Meisn.
C. saxatile H. W. Li
C. septentrionale Hand.-Mazz.
C. tenuipile Kosterm.
sect. Cinnamomum
C. appelianum Schewe
C. austrosinense H. T. Chang
C. austroyunnanense H. W. Li
C. baileyanum (F. Muell. ex F. M. Bailey)
Francis
C. bejolghota (Buch.-Ham.) Sweet
C. burmannii (Nees & T. Nees) Blume
C. cassia (L.) J. Presl
C. celebicum Miq.
C. chaogo B. S. Sun & H. L. Zhao

Taxon

5/–/–/–
6/–/–/–
6/–/–/–
6/–/–/–
5/–/–/–
6/–/–/–
6/–/–/–

5/–/–/–
6/–/–/–
7/–/–/–
5/–/–/–
6/–/–/–

KU174403
3L: KU174404
7L: KU174405
KU174406
KU174407

7/2/3/2
5/1/3/1

6/2/2/2
6/2/2/2

6/6/–/–
KU174395
5/2/3/–
KU174396
6/3/3/–
3L: KU174397 12/4/8/–
17L: KU174398
KU174399
6/1/3/2
KU174400
6/2/1/3
KU174401
6/2/2/2
KU174402
6/2/1/3
8/8/–/–

Short
sequence

T/L/S/R

KU140266
12/12/–/–
KU140268 10L: KU174408 6/4/2/–
19L: KU174409
23L: KU174410

KU140264
KU140265

KU140260
KU140261

KU140249
KU140252
KU140255
KU140256
KU140257

KU140244
KU140245
KU140246
KU140247

KU140284
KU140286
KU140287
KU140295
KU140306
KU140307
KU140317

KU140251
KU140253
KU140259
KU140269
KU140283

Long
sequence

LEAFY

492, 652
398

288, 610
497, 854

146, 397
438, 685
583
105, 326, 528

GARD

Continued

276, 549
465, 508,
855
506, 620
418

152, 418
479, 677
598, 677
91, 276, 552

RDP3

Position of breakpoint(s)

Table 1 Taxon sampling, vouchers, collecting sites, GenBank accession numbers for this study, and the breakpoint positions detected by programs GARD and RDP3
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J. Li 2010265 (HITBC)
J. F. Huang 201303 (HITBC)
K. Miyamato 52040 (QBG)
D. Tng 274 (CNS)
X. Q. Ci et al. CXQ287 (HITBC)
X. Q. Ci et al. GBOWS955 (HITBC)
X. Q. Ci et al. CXQ1338 (HITBC)
D. Crayn 1156 (CNS)
S. M. Liu 168 (KUN)

v.
C. mairei H. Le
C. multiflorum (Roxb.) Wight

C. okinawense Hatus
C. oliveri F. M. Bailey

C. pauciflorum Nees
C. pingbienense H. W. Li

C. pittosporoides Hand.-Mazz.
C. propinquum F. M. Bailey

C. reticulatum Hayata

rigidissimum H. T. Chang
sintoc Blume
subavenium Miq.
tamala (Buch.-Ham.) T. Nees & Ebem.
tenuifolium (Makino) Sugim.
tonkinense (Lecomte) A. Chev.
tsangii Merr.

J. Li 2002127 (HITBC)
J. F. Huang et al. 201320 (HITBC)
X. Q. Ci et al. CXQ303 (HITBC)
J. F. Huang, H-BN018 (HITBC)
K. Fumihiro 35747 (BO)
M. Deng, DM01 (HITBC)
J. F. Huang & L. Li, H-WZS07
(HITBC)

X. Q. Ci et al. 20100043 (HITBC)

C. liangii C. K. Allen

C.
C.
C.
C.
C.
C.
C.

S. Yasuda 1351 (MO)
J. F. Huang, H-KZ04 (HITBC)
C. Costion 1550 (CNS)

C. japonicum Siebold
C. kotoense Kaneh. & Sasaki
C. laubatii F. Muell.

J. F. Huang et al. 201323 (HITBC)

J. F. Huang, H-BN012 (HITBC)
X. C. Huang et al. JYL-4285 (HITBC)
s.n. 78 (KUN)

C. heyneanum Nees
C. iners Reinw. ex Blume
C. insularimontanum Hayata

C. rhynchophyllum Miq.

J. F. Huang et al. 201314 (HITBC)

Voucher

C. grandifolium Cammerl.

Taxon

Table 1 Continued

Guangxi, China
Bogor, Indonesia
Zhejiang, China
Yunnan, China
Honshu, Japan
Bavi, Vietnam
Hainan, China

Bogor, Indonesia

Yunnan, China
Queensland,
Australia
Taiwan, China

Shikoku, Japan
Queensland,
Australia
Hunan, China
Yunnan, China

Sichuan, China
Bogor, Indonesia

Honshu, Japan
Taiwan, China
Queensland,
Australia
Zhejiang, China

Yunnan, China
Yunnan, China
Taiwan, China

Bogor, Indonesia

Locality
Short
sequence

T/L/S/R

KU174427
4L: KU174429
6L: KU174428
KU174430
KU174431

KU174425
KU174426

1L: KU174421
4L: KU174422
KU174423
KU174424

3L: KU174432
14L: KU174433
15L: KU174434
KU140304 5L: KU174435
11L: KU174436
KU140305
KU174437
KU140308
KU140312
KU174438
KU140315
KU174439
KU140316
KU174440
KU140319
KU174441
KU140324

KU140303

KU140298
KU140301

KU140296
KU140297

KU140289
KU140291

KU140285
KU140288

KU140282

6/3/3/–
7/7/–/–
6/3/2/1
7/4/2/1
8/6/2/–
6/3/2/1
5/5/–/–

6/1/4/1

7/4/3/–

6/1/5/–
8/3/4/1

5/3/2/–
6/2/3/1

6/3/3/–
8/3/3/2

6/2/4/–
14/5/6/3

10/2/7/1

4L: KU174411
7/2/5/–
19L: KU174412
KU140273
KU174413
5/3/2/–
KU140274
KU174414
5/2/2/1
KU140276 3L: KU174415 5/3/2/–
6L: KU174416
9L: KU174417
KU140277
KU174418
6/3/3/–
KU140280
KU174419
5/3/2/–
KU140281
KU174420
10/4/6/–

KU140270

Long
sequence

LEAFY
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808

796

Continued

180
542

486

694

298

436, 694

290, 522,
784

484

122, 700

RDP3

169
524

506

708

364

434, 680

326, 520,
779

477

146, 708

GARD

Position of breakpoint(s)
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Zhejiang, China
Yunnan, China
Sichuan, China

Locality

J. Li & L. Li 20070203 (HITBC)
L. Li 20070236 (HITBC)
J. Li & L. Li 2007095 (HITBC)
L. Li & Z. H. Wang 20070337
(HITBC)

Zhejiang, China
Sichuan, China
Zhejiang, China
Hainan, China

W. D. Stevens & O. M. Montiel
Jinotega, Nicaragua
29591 (MO)
F. G. Lorea-Hernandez 5587 (MO)
Minas Gerais, Brazil
F. G. Lorea-Hernandez 5582 (MO)
Minas Gerais, Brazil
W. D. Stevens et al. 30123 (MO)
Jinotega, Nicaragua
F. G. Lorea-Hernandez 5585 (MO)
Minas Gerais, Brazil
H. van der Werff et al. 16822 (MO)
Amazonas, Peru
F. G. Lorea-Hernandez 5590 (MO)
Minas Gerais, Brazil
W. D. Stevens 31499 (MO)
Chontales, Nicaragua

J. Li et al. 2010021 (HITBC)
J. F. Huang, H-BN013 (HITBC)
X. Q. Ci et al. CXQ440 (HITBC)

Voucher

HQ697170
HQ697173
HQ697174
HQ697175

KU140271
KU140290
KU140292
KU140302
KU140313
KU140318
KU140321

KU140263

KU140325
KU140326
KU140328

Long
sequence
KU174442
KU174443
KU174444

Short
sequence

LEAFY

5/–/–/–
6/–/–/–
5/–/–/–
6/–/–/–
7/–/–/–
5/–/–/–
7/–/–/–

7/–/–/–

6/2/3/1
6/3/3/–
7/2/4/1

T/L/S/R

783
743

709

RDP3

726

GARD

Position of breakpoint(s)

–, No data available. T/L/S/R, total number of clones of the sample/number of “long sequence” clones/number of “short sequence” clones/number of recombination clones.
Herbaria: BO, Herbarium Bogoriense; CNS, Australian Tropical Herbarium; HBG, Herbarium Hamburgense; HITBC, Xishuangbanna Tropical Botanical Garden, Chinese Academy of
Sciences; KLU, Herbarium University of Malaya; KUN, Kunming Institute of Botany, Chinese Academy of Sciences; MO, Missouri Botanical Garden; QBG, Queen Sirikit Botanic
Garden; YUKU, Yunnan University.

C. haussknechtii (Mez) Kosterm.
C. oleifolium (Mez) Kosterm.
C. padiforme (Standl. & Steyerm.) Kosterm.
C. quadrangulum Kosterm.
C. subsessile (Meisn.) Kosterm.
C. tomentulosum Kosterm.
C. triplinerve (Ruiz & Pav.) Kosterm.
Outgroup
Lindera erythrocarpa Makino
Lindera megaphylla Hemsl.
Litsea auriculata S. S. Chien & W. C. Cheng
Litsea verticillata Hance

C. tsoi C. K. Allen
C. verum J. Presl.
C. wilsonii Gamble
Neotropical Cinnamomum
C. costaricanum (Mez & Pittier) Kosterm.

Taxon

Table 1 Continued
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Results
Sequence characters
A total of 348 different clone sequences were obtained
from the 63 sampled Cinnamomum species and recombinant
sequences determined by both RDP3 and GARD were
removed. One of several different sequences obtained
from each individual was retained randomly if they all
formed a clade. The ﬁnal dataset was comprised of 113
ingroup and an additional four outgroup sequences downloaded from GenBank. This dataset contained 961 aligned
positions and yielded 223 informative sites. The length of
the aligned sequences was 98 bp for the second exon, 34 bp
for the third exon, and included the entire second intron
region.
Polymerase chain reaction-mediated recombination
Original alignment and phylogenetic analyses based on all the
different clone sequences indicated that two LEAFY copies
were present in 38 of the 43 sampled members of sect.
Cinnamomum species (Table 1). However, this phenomenon
did not appear in species from sect. Camphora or Neotropical
Cinnamomum. Following inspection by the programs RDP3
and GARD, 31 of the 348 different clone sequences were
diagnosed as recombinants, distributed in 20 of the 38 sect.
Cinnamomum species with two copies (Table 1). Numbers of
breakpoints inferred per individual dataset by RDP3 and GARD
varied between one and three, but the breakpoint positions
detected by RDP3 did not correspond precisely to those
detected by GARD (Table 1). Apart from a single position (91)
inferred by RDP3 in the second exon, all other breakpoints
inferred by both RDP3 and GARD were located in the second
intron. The distribution of the breakpoints along the
recombination sequences seemed to be random and no
recombination hotspots were observed (Table 1, Figs. S1, S2).
This pattern was regarded as a key property of the
recombinants from PCR-mediated recombination (Cronn
et al., 2002; Lahr & Katz, 2009). Apart from an exceptional
recombinant of C. burmannii (Nees & T. Nees) Blume, all other
chimeric clones were obtained only once. Two recombination
events were detected in four chimeric clones (distributed in C.
bejolghota (Buch.-Ham.) Sweet, C. burmannii, C. celebicum
Miq., and C. iners Reinw. ex Blume; Fig. S3).
Phylogenetic analyses
The substitution model of HKY þ G for the LEAFY region
suggested by Modeltest 3.7 was used in Bayesian inference.
The consensus trees obtained from both MP (not shown) and
Bayesian analysis (Fig. 1) were mostly congruent in their
topologies, with three well-supported monophyletic clades
recovered within Cinnamomum. Clade 1 (BS ¼ 59, PP ¼ 1.00;
Fig. 1) included nearly all Asian sect. Camphora species and
three sect. Cinnamomum clones (indicated with C; Fig. 1), the
Neotropical Cinnamomum species formed Clade 3 (BS ¼ 100,
PP ¼ 1.00; Fig. 1). All the remaining ingroup samples, including
two sect. Camphora species (C. saxatile H. W. Li and C.
longipetiolatum H. W. Li), nearly all Asian sect. Cinnamomum
sequences and the four sampled Australian species formed
Clade 2 (BS ¼ 92, PP ¼ 1.00; Fig. 1). For the four outgroup taxa,
Lindera erythrocarpa Makino, Lindera megaphylla Hemsl., and
Litsea auriculata S. S. Chien & W. C. Cheng formed a clade,
www.jse.ac.cn
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while Litsea verticillata Hance independently formed a branch
showing a close relationship with Clade 3.
Within Clade 2, two robustly supported monophyletic sister
subclades were recovered, here named the “long sequence”
(BS ¼ 100, PP ¼ 1.00; Fig. 1) and “short sequence” clades
(BS ¼ 100, PP ¼ 1.00; Fig. 1). They represent duplicated copies
of LEAFY, differing by the presence of a ca. 47-bp deletion in
the second intron of the “short sequence” copy (Figs. S3, S4).
However, only one LEAFY copy was found in sect. Camphora
and Neotropical Cinnamomum species and the different clone
sequences of each individual of these two groups and the
“long sequence” copy can form a monophyletic group. In
contrast, in the “short sequence” clade, few species were
represented by two clones (e.g., C. baileyanum (F. Muell. ex
F. M. Bailey) Francis and C. insularimontanum Hayata), which
cannot form monophyletic relationships. Two sect. Camphora
species, C. saxatile and C. longipetiolatum (indicated with a  ,
Fig. 1; Li et al., 1982), were nested unexpectedly in sect.
Cinnamomum. However, they were found to possess only one
LEAFY copy, similar to the sect. Camphora species of Clade 1
and unlike most sect. Cinnamomum species.
Based on the phylogenetic analyses, separate LEAFY datasets
were assembled for the “short sequence” and “long
sequence” clades. For both datasets, the three aberrant
sect. Cinnamomum sequences (indicated with C; Fig. 1) nested
in Clade 1 were removed. The topology of the three main clades
of Cinnamomum in the consensus tree of the ITS dataset
(cladogram C in Fig. 2) was consistent with the consensus tree
of the LEAFY dataset without the “short sequence” clade
(cladogram A in Fig. 2), but was inconsistent with consensus
trees derived from both the LEAFY dataset without the “long
sequence” clade (cladogram B in Fig. 2) and the complete
LEAFY dataset (Fig. 1). Unlike the complete LEAFY dataset,
the four outgroup species formed a clade in both the separate
LEAFY and the ITS datasets, but received only weak bootstrap
and moderate to strong Bayesian support (Fig. 2).

Discussion
LEAFY paralogs
The LEAFY gene ranks among the most frequently and
successfully used low-copy nuclear markers in phylogenetic
studies (Zimmer & Wen, 2013) and is generally considered to
be a single copy gene in diploid angiosperms (Frohlich &
Parker, 2000; Himi et al., 2001). To date, all karyologically
examined Cinnamomum species are diploid (Mehra & Bawa,
1969; Okada & Tanaka, 1975; Sritharan et al., 1992). Although
we did not use Southern hybridization and the exact number
of LEAFY copies in the Cinnamomum genome is unknown, the
“long sequence” and “short sequence” clades strongly
indicate the presence of at least two copies in most members
of sect. Cinnamomum. The duplication of the LEAFY gene
appears to have occurred after the separation of sect.
Cinnamomum from the rest of the genus, although the reason
why there are at least ﬁve sect. Cinnamomum species with
only the “long sequence” copy (indicated with  , Fig. 1)
requires further investigation. The ﬁnding of more than one
copy of the LEAFY gene in some, but not all members of
Cinnamomum suggests that this gene may have a complex
pattern of duplication.
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Fig. 1. Fifty percent majority rule tree obtained from Bayesian analysis of the LEAFY dataset. Bootstrap support values (50)/
Bayesian posterior probabilities (0.90) are shown above the branches.•, Bootstrap support value 100 and Bayesian posterior
probabilities 1.00; C, Three aberrant sect. Cinnamomum clones nested in sect. Camphora;  , Two sect. Camphora species nested in
sect. Cinnamomum;  , Five sect. Cinnamomum species with only “long sequence” copy. C., Cinnamomum. Vertical bars to the
right circumscribe main clades.
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Fig. 2. Cladograms of Cinnamomum derived from Bayesian analysis with only the phylogenetic relationships among the main
clades shown. Cladogram A is derived from the LEAFY dataset without the “short sequence” clade and the H81ff þ G substitution
model is used. Cladogram B is derived from the LEAFY dataset without the “long sequence” clade and the HKY þ G substitution
model is used. Cladogram C is derived from the internal transcribed spacer dataset and the TIM þ I þ G substitution model is
used. Bootstrap support values (50)/Bayesian posterior probabilities (0.90) are shown above the branches.•, Bootstrap
support values of 100 and Bayesian posterior probabilities 1.00.
The placement of three sect. Cinnamomum clones within
the mainly sect. Camphora clade is surprising. Contamination
by sect. Camphora DNA was ruled out, as a unique 27-bp
insertion was present in two of these three sequences, but at
present we cannot determine if these three sequences belong
to a third LEAFY copy. LEAFY pseudogenes have been detected
in some organisms (Southerton et al. 1998; Frohlich & Parker,
2000); however, as only very short parts of the exon regions
were sequenced in our study, we cannot compare the entire
exon for these three clones against the “long sequence” and
“short sequence” copies to detect if there are frameshift
mutations or stop codons to show the presence of
pseudogenes. Hitherto, no diploid angiosperms have been
reported expressing two functional LEAFY copies, so we
assume that only one of the two LEAFY copies in Cinnamomum
is functional, but further work is needed to test this
assumption.
Polymerase chain reaction-mediated recombination
The PCR-based methods as the norm have greatly enhanced
the ﬁeld of molecular biology. Polymerase chain reaction is
used in such studies, like population genetic analysis and
phylogenetic reconstruction, mainly because the isolated
sequence faithfully replicates the targeting of the speciﬁc
DNA region of interest. However, this important laboratory
technique is not error-free. One of the drawbacks is the
phenomenon of PCR-mediated recombination resulting from
in vitro chimera formation between ampliﬁcation products
from two or more templates (Scharf et al., 1988; Bradley &
Hillis, 1997; Cronn et al., 2002). Chimeric PCR products can
arise when two or more highly similar, non-identical target
sequences are present in a single PCR ampliﬁcation reaction
www.jse.ac.cn

and can be primarily attributed to the periodic formation of
incompletely extended PCR products (Meyerhans et al., 1990;
Shammas et al., 2001). This phenomenon has been seen most
frequently in experimental templates (Meyerhans et al., 1990;
Odelberg et al., 1995; Yang et al., 1996; Judo et al., 1998;
Shammas et al., 2001), but has been demonstrated for natural
templates from heterozygous Adh loci of pocket gophers
(Geomys Raﬁnesque, 1817) (Bradley & Hillis, 1997), polyploid
cotton (Cronn et al., 2002), and the GapC gene family of
Hibiscus tiliaceus L. (Wu et al., 2007). In phylogenetic studies,
PCR-mediated recombination violates the central assumption
that the isolated sequence faithfully replicates the target of
interest, so unrecognized, artiﬁcially produced recombinant
products may therefore bias results or alter interpretations in
phylogeny and evolutionary studies (Cronn et al., 2002).
The LEAFY “long sequence” and “short sequence” copies
are highly similar, especially in the exon regions (Figs. S3, S4),
and can be ampliﬁed simultaneously using the designed
primer pair. A typical cycling program was employed and no
measures were used to suppress the PCR-mediated recombination in the present study. Accordingly, 31 chimeric
sequences were detected from 20 of the 38 sect. Cinnamomum species (52.6%) with two LEAFY copies. These chimeras
used in phylogenetic reconstruction will mislead our inference
for the evolutionary relationship of Cinnamomum species.
Identification of PCR-mediated recombination
Recombinant PCR sequences are not always easy to diagnose
and in some cases may be deconstructed into parental
sequences, especially when a large number of clones are
examined (Cronn et al., 2002). This may be aggravated by the
failed ampliﬁcation of one or both parental sequences, though
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generally parental sequences are more likely to be cloned
and sequenced than their recombinants. In allopolyploids,
the identiﬁcation of recombinants is more difﬁcult. Although
no evidence of in vivo recombination was found in the
present study, awareness of the need to discriminate
between in vivo and PCR-mediated recombination is important. Discrimination may be necessary in some studies, such
as hybrid speciation.
Compared with in vivo recombination, no recombinationderived hotspots are known for PCR-mediated recombinants
(Cronn et al., 2002; Lahr & Katz, 2009). The test from programs
RDP3 and GARD show that the breakpoint positions randomly
distribute along the chimeric sequences and no breakpoint
hotspot was observed (Table 1; Figs. S1, S2).
In addition, we would expect that the ampliﬁcation success
rate of the recombinants from in vivo recombination is equal
to their parental sequences during a PCR cycle and those
recombinants can be sequenced repeatedly like their parental
sequences. However, recombinant PCR sequences mostly
represent a single clone and generally cannot be sequenced
twice. Multiple recombination events may occur within one
recombinant PCR sequence (Cronn et al., 2002; Kelly et al.,
2010). Among the 31 recombinants in present study, excluding
an exceptional sequence that was obtained twice, each of
the remainder was sequenced just once. Four recombination
sequences showed a more complicated distribution of
nucleotides indicative of two recombination events (Fig. S3).
Furthermore, as additional substitutions in PCR-mediated
recombination are unlikely, it generally can be differentiated
from historical recombination events by having fewer
accumulated mutations (Posada et al., 2002). We inspected
individual clone sequences by sight. For eight of the 31
recombinants, the two ﬂank nucleotides separated by the
breakpoints are correspondingly identical with their inferred
parental sequences and no accumulated mutations were
observed (Fig. S4). Within 16 recombinants, one ﬂank is
identical with the inferred parental sequences and the other
ﬂank shows one to three accumulated mutations (Figs. S3,
S4). Seven recombinants show one to three nucleotides
variation in each ﬂank compared with the inferred parental
sequences. However, the inferred parents may not be true
and the high error rate of Taq polymerase used in this study
may play a role in generating such mutations.
Control measures such as lengthening the extension times
(Judo et al., 1998), reducing the number of ampliﬁcation
cycles (Odelberg et al., 1995), adding PCR additives such as
betaine and dimethysulfoxide in PCR systems (Shammas
et al., 2001), using proofreading process-enhanced polymerases, and reducing the initial template concentration (Lahr &
Katz, 2009) have all been shown to be effective in
decreasing the frequency of PCR-mediated recombination.
However, these measures will not inﬂuence the ampliﬁcation of in vivo recombination sequences and therefore can
be used as an alternative method for differentiation from
PCR-mediated recombination. Originally, as we did not
expect to ﬁnd LEAFY paralogs in Cinnamomum, no preventive methods were used to reduce the possible impact of
PCR-mediated recombination in the current study. Nonetheless, based on the above-mentioned evidence, we consider
that all of the chimeric sequences are derived from PCRmediated recombination.
J. Syst. Evol. 54 (3): 238–249, 2016

Phylogenetic utility of the LEAFY gene
Although the second intron of LEAFY has been used in many
phylogenetic studies (e.g., Nie et al., 2008; Tu et al., 2008; Kim
et al., 2010; Li et al., 2011), the presence of paralogs in some
plant lineages may cause problems. However, given that
the “long sequence” and “short sequence” copies can be
identiﬁed easily, the second intron of LEAFY still represents a
promising source of phylogenetic information, especially
when using the “long sequence” copy.
For example, in the dataset that included 63 Cinnamomum
species with only the “long sequence” copy, 301 of the 796
aligned second intron nucleotide positions (37.8%) were
variable, whereas only 17 nucleotide positions (12.9%) were
variable in the 132 aligned exon regions. This compares well
with the equivalent ITS dataset where 182 of the 659 aligned
nucleotide positions (27.6%) are variable. In contrast, the
“short sequence” copy in several species was represented by
two clones per individual that did not cluster together and this
short copy was also absent in several sect. Cinnamomum
species. The conﬂict between the ITS dataset (cladogram C in
Fig. 2, Fig. S5), the LEAFY dataset with the “long sequence”
copy excluded (cladogram B in Fig. 2), and the complete LEAFY
dataset (Fig. 1) also suggest that the “short sequence” copy
may be more problematic for phylogenetic inference of
species relationships in Cinnamomum. Similarly, the placement
of three sect. Cinnamomum sequences within sect. Camphora
indicates that more research is needed into the precise
nature of these paralogs, in particular, whether these three
sequences may be pseudogenes.
This study suggests strongly that the genus Cinnamomum
consists of three clades: sect. Camphora, sect. Cinnamomum,
and the Neotropical species corresponding to our Clades 1, 2
and 3, respectively, except for the two aberrant sect.
Camphora species (C. saxatile and C. longipetiolatum, indicated
with  in Fig. 1) nested in sect. Cinnamomum. These three
clades also received moderate to strong support in the
analyses of the ITS dataset (Figs. 2, S5). The consensus
tree topologies obtained from the LEAFY dataset excluding
the “short sequence” copy and ITS dataset are congruent
for the major clades and only minor variation in the
relationships of a few terminal nodes was observed, possibly
caused by insufﬁcient phylogenetic signal in the data.
Although the ITS region performs well relative to cpDNA
(Chanderbali et al., 2001; Li et al., 2004; Rohwer et al., 2009; Li
et al., 2011) and matches the LEAFY region for phylogenetic
reconstruction within the family Lauraceae, the low sequencing success rate (Lu et al., 2013) and incompletely concerted
evolution and pseudogenes (Huang et al., unpublished data)
reduce its utility for phylogenetic interpretation. Hence,
screening applicable low-copy nuclear gene makers, such as
the LEAFY gene, is important for inferring evolutionary
relationships in ‘difﬁcult’ plant groups, including genus
Cinnamomum.
Despite several adverse factors, low-copy nuclear genes
will still be a signiﬁcant phylogenetically informative source
and are frequently used in phylogenetic reconstruction in
nest years, particularly for plants, like Cinnamomum, where
cpDNA and/or ITS do not work well. However, the high levels
of genetic redundancy in eukaryotic genomes should
make recombination artifacts common. Some classical lowcopy nuclear genes markers, such as GBSSI (Evans et al., 2000;
www.jse.ac.cn
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Small, 2004), RPB2 (Oxelman & Bremer, 2000), and LEAFY
(Archambault & Bruneau, 2004; the present study), were ﬁrst
thought to be single copy genes, but have been duplicated in
some lineages and may be found in many others. Therefore,
PCR-mediated recombination may appear unexpectedly
during the ampliﬁcation of low-copy nuclear genes when
other paralogs of these gene markers are present. In addition,
as Cronn et al. (2002) suggested, PCR-mediated recombination may be problematic for highly reiterated sequences such
as rDNA. Therefore, the phenomenon of PCR-mediated
recombination and the possible issues stemming from its
occurrence should be given more attention by evolutionary
biologists.

Evans RC, Alice LA, Campbell CS, Kellogg EA, Dickinson T. 2000. The
Granule-Bound Starch Synthase (GBSSI) gene in the Rosaceae:
Multiple loci and phylogenetic utility. Molecular Phylogenetics and
Evolution 17: 388–400.
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Supplementary Material
The following supplementary material is available online for
this article at http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/
jse.12189/suppinfo:
Fig. S1. Distribution of breakpoints detected by the program
GARD along the 961-bp aligned length of the sequenced
fragment. The distribution of breakpoints along the
sequence does not deviate signiﬁcantly (P > 0.05) from
the expected normal distribution, as measured by the
Shapiro–Wilk test.
Fig. S2. Distribution of breakpoints detected by the program
RDP3 along the 961-bp aligned length of the sequenced
fragment. The distribution of breakpoints along the sequence
does not deviate signiﬁcantly (P > 0.05) from the expected
normal distribution, as measured by the Shapiro–Wilk test.
Fig. S3. Intraspeciﬁc base differences among the six clones of
Cinnamomum bejolghota with the spaces generated during
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dataset alignment included. Clone 2L is a LEAFY “long
sequence” copy and clones 1L, 6L, and 10L are LEAFY “short
sequence” copies. Clones 3L and 7L are recombinants. The red
rectangles A, B, C, and D indicate the inferred breakpoints
detected by programs GARD and RDP3. The left-side
nucleotides split by breakpoints (397 and 418) of clone 7L
show a base variation compared with the inferred parental
sequence (clone 2L); the right side is identical with the
inferred parental sequences (clones 1L and 10L). Clone 3L was
detected with two recombination events. The starting part
before breakpoints 146 or 152 is identical with inferred
parental sequence (clone 2L) and the ending part after
breakpoints 397 or 418 shows a base variation compared with
the inferred parental sequence (clone 2L). The middle part is
identical with clone 1L.
Fig. S4. Intraspeciﬁc base differences among the six clones of
Cinnamomum cassia (L.) J. Presl with the spaces generated
during dataset alignment included. Clones 5L and 7L are
identical and belong to the LEAFY “long sequence” copy.
Clones 2L and 4L belong to the LEAFY “short sequence” copy
and clones 3L and 8L are recombinants. The red rectangles A,
B, and C indicate the inferred breakpoints detected by
programs GARD and RDP3. The left-side nucleotides split by
breakpoints (583 and 598) of clone 3L are identical with the
inferred parental sequences (clones 5L and 7L); the right side
shows a base variation compared with the inferred parental
sequence (clone 2L). Both sides split by the breakpoint (677)
of clone 8L are identical with the inferred parental sequences
(clones 5L, 7L and 2L).
Fig. S5. Fifty percent majority rule tree obtained from Bayesian
analysis of the internal transcribed spacer dataset. Bootstrap
support values (50)/Bayesian posterior probabilities (0.90)
are shown above the branches. Vertical bars to the right
circumscribe main clades.  , Two sect. Camphora species
nested in sect. Cinnamomum.
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